Current technology trends make it poss]ble to build communication networks that can support high-performance distributed computing. This paper describes issues in the design of a prototype switch for an arbitrary topology point-to-point network with link speeds of up to 1 Gbit/s. The switch deals in fixed-length ATM-style cells, which it can process at a rate of 37 million cells guaranteed bandwidth.
A primary barrier to building high-performance networks is the difficulty of high-speed switching, that is, of taking data arriving on an input link of a switch and quickly sending the data out on the appropriate output link.
The switching task is simplified if the data can be processed in fixed-length cells, as discussed in Section 2.3. Given fixed-length cells, switching involves at least two separate tasks:
(1) scheduling-choosing which cell to send during each time slot, when more than one cell is destined for the same output; and
(2) data forwarding-delivering the cell to the output once it has been scheduled. (1) Each unmatched input sends a request to every output for which it has a buffered cell. This notifies an output of all its potential partners.
(2) If an unmatched output receives any requests, it chooses one randomly to grant. The output notifies each input whether its request was granted.
(3) If an input receives any grants, it chooses one to accept and notifies that output .
Each of these steps occurs independently
and in parallel at each input/ output port; there is no centralized scheduler. Yet, at the end of one iteration of the protocol, we have a legal matching of inputs to outputs. More than one input can request the same output; the grant phase chooses among them, ensuring that each output is paired with at most one input. More than one output can grant to the same input (if the input made more than one request); the accept phase chooses among them, ensuring that each input is paired with at most one output. Although we have a legal matching after one iteration, there may remain unmatched inputs with queued cells for unmatched outputs.
An output whose grant is not accepted may be able to be paired with an input, none of whose requests were granted.
To address this, we repeat the request, grant, and accept protocol, retaining the matches made in previous iterations. We iterate to "fIll in the gaps" in the match left by previous iterations. However, there can be no head-of-line blocking in our approach, since we consider all potential connections at each iteration. (2). In all other ways, the algorithm remains the same. An analogous change can be made for switch fabrics that allow inputs to forward more than one cell during any time slot. For the remainder of the paper, however, we assume that each input must be paired with at most one output, and vice versa.
Number of Iterations
A key performance question is the number of iterations that it takes parallel iterative matching to complete, that is, to reach a point where no unmatched input has cells queued for any unmatched output.
In the worst case, this can take N iterations for an iV-by- Here, offered load refers to the load on a server link. The results in Figure 4 are qualitatively similar to those of Figure  3 . FIFO queuing still suffers from head-of-line blocking, limiting its maximum possible throughput.
Parallel iterative matching performs well on this work load, coming even closer to optimal than in the uniform case. The results were similar for other client/server traffic ratios and for different numbers of servers. Finally, Figure  5 shows the impact of the number of iterations on the performance of parallel iterative matching.
Here the number of iterations was varied, using the uniform work load of Figure 3 . An algorithm for computing the frame schedule follows [Hui 1990 ]: Suppose a reservation is to be added for k cells per frame from input P to output Q; P and Q have k free slots per frame, or else the reservation cannot be accommodated.
We add the reservation to the schedule one cell at a time. First, if there is a slot in the schedule where both P and Q are unreserved, the connection can be added to that slot. Otherwise, we must find a slot where P is unreserved and a different slot where Q is unreserved. These slots must exist if P and Q are not overcommitted.
The algorithm swaps pairings between these two slots, starting by adding the connection from P to Q to either of the two slots. This will cause a conflict with an existing connection (e.g., from R to Q); this connection is removed and added to the other slot. In turn, this can cause a conflict with an existing connection (from R to S), which is removed and added to the first slot. The process is repeated (1) Each output randomly chooses one input to grant; output j chooses input z with probability y Xl,~/X proportional to the bandwidth reservation.
(2) If an input receives any grants, it chooses at most one grant to accept (it may accept none) in a two-step process:
(a) The input reinterprets the grant as zero or more virtual grants, so that the resulting probability that input i receives k virtual grants from output j is just the binomial distribution-the likelihood that exactly k of X independent events occur, given that each occurs with probability l/X.
(b) If an input receives any virtual grants, it chooses one randomly to accept; the output corresponding to the accepted virtual grant is then matched to the input.
Since each virtual grant is made with probability I/X, the likelihood that an input receives no virtual grants (and thus is not matched) by the above algorithm is ((X -l)/X)x. As X grows large, this approaches l/e from below. Since each virtual grant is equally likely to be accepted, the probability of a connection between an input i and an output .j is (X,~/X)(1 -(l/e)), or about 63 percent of X,,~/X. Our prototype switch combines this with a mechanism to support real-time traffic, even in the presence of clock drift. The switch will be used as the basic component of an arbitrary topology point-to-point local-area network, providing
(1) high bandwidth;
(2) low latency for datagram traffic, so long as the network is not overloaded; and
(3) bandwidth and latency guarantees for real-time traffic.
In addition, the switch's scheduling algorithm can be extended to allocate resources fairly when some part of the network is overloaded.
We believe that the availability of high-performance networks with these characteristics will enable a new class of distributed applications. Networks are no longer slow, serial, highly error-prone bottlenecks where message traffic must be carefully minimized in order to get good performance. This enables distributed systems to be more closely coupled than has been possible in the past.
APPENDIX A. Number of Iterations for Parallel Iterative Matching
In this Appendix we show that the parallel iterative matching algorithm described in Section 3 reaches a maximal match in an average of O(log IV) iterations for an lV-by-IV switch. This bound is independent of the pattern of requests.
The key to the proof is to observe that, if an unmatched output receives a request, one iteration of parallel iterative matching will usually either (1) match the output to one of its requesting inputs or (2) Of these n inputs, some fraction will request and receive a grant from some output besides Q, and the rest will receive no grants from other outputs.
Let k be the number of inputs requesting Q that receive no other grants. Q randomly chooses one of its n requests to grant. Since Q chooses among the requesting inputs with equal probability and since Q's choice is independent of the choices made by other outputs, the probability that Q will grant to an input that has a no-competing grant from another output is k/n. In this case, Q's grant will be accepted, and as a result, all of the n requests to Q will be resolved: One will be accepted, while the rest will never be accepted.
On the other hand, with probability 1 -(k/n), Q will grant to an input that also receives a grant from some other output. If the input picks Q's grant to accept, all of the requests to Q will be resolved. Since a probability can never be greater than 1, Pr{C > i} < min(l, Nz/4' ).
Substituting into Formula 1 yields
Since Nz = 4' when Iogz N = i, the sum has no more than logs N terms with the value 1, and the remainder of the sum is a power series bounded by 4/3. We define an active frame to be one in which a cell is forwarded to the next switch. Because switch frames occur more frequently than controller frames, at each switch there will be sequences of active frames interspersed with inactive frames (when there is no cell available to be forwarded).
The consequence of formula (2) is that the worst-case adjusted latency at a switch s. is experienced by some cell c1 that is sent in the first in a sequence of active frames;
that is, the cell must be sent in a frame immediately after a frame when the switch had nothing to forward. the cells of a single class will be treated (under these rules of operation) as if they belonged to a flow with one cell per frame.
Thus, the buffer space required for a CBR flow is a constant factor times the number of reserved cells per frame, and the buffer space required for all flows is (4 + c) times the frame size, where c is governed by formula (5). The value of c is determined by network parameters: clock skew, link and switch delay, network diameter, and the difference between controller and switch frame size. For many common local-area network configurations, c is small; it can be made arbitrarily small by increasing controller frame size, at some cost in reduced throughput.
APPENDIX C. Statistical Matching Throughput
In this Appendix we describe the statistical matching algorithm more completely and show that it allows up to (1 -(1/e))(l + (1/e2 )) = 0.72 of the switch throughput to be allocated in any arbitrary pattern.
Recall from Section 5.2 that we divide the allocatable bandwidth per link into X discrete units; X,~denotes the number of units allocated to traffic from input i to output j. We assume temporarily that the switch bandwidth is completely allocated; we will remove this assumption shortly. The algorithm follows:
(1) Each output j randomly chooses an input i to grant to, with probability proportional to its reservation
x Pr{j grants to i} =~.
(2) Each input chooses at most one grant to accept (it may accept none) in a two-step process:
( 'k ',, k If a grant is accepted, the input randomly chooses among the flows for the connection according to their bandwidth reservations.
The key to the algorithm is that each input i receives the same number of virtual grants from an output j that it would receive had each of the virtual grants been made with probab dity l/X by an independent output. To see this, note that the probability that exactly m of Xl,~events occur, given that each occurs with probability l/.Y, has the binomial distribution (6) Of course, an input i can receive a virtual grant from output j only if j sends a physical grant to i in step (l):
Pr{m,, J = m, m > O} = Pr{j grants to i} X Pr{i chooses m,~= m, m > Oljgrantsto i}.
Substituting in formula (7) with the probabilities from steps (1) and (2a) in the algorithm, we see that the probability that input i chooses m,~= m is exactly the binomial distribution from formula (6), for m > 0. Since the probabilities in both cases must sum to one, it follows that the probability that input i chooses m,,~= O is also as specified by the binomial distribution. If an input receives any virtual grants, it randomly chooses one among them to accept. By the argument above, the input receives no virtual grant from any output with probability ((X -I)/X)x. Otherwise, the input matches some output, and because each virtual grant is made and accepted with equal likelihood, each output is matched with probability proportional to its reservation:
Pr{i matches j} =~.(l-(~)x) =~xPr{matches} x = < X Pr{j matches}. x As X becomes large, (1 -((X -I)/X)x) approaches 1 -l/e = 0.63 from above.
This result implies a rather surprising fact: The probability that a given output matches is independent of the input to which it grants: This fact is useful in analyzing the effect of running a second iteration of statistical matching. The second iteration is run independently of the first. If input i and output~" are matched on the second round, a connection between them is made provided that neither was matched on the first round:
Pr{i matches j in two rounds} = Pr{i matches j in round 1} + Pr{ i matches j in round 2 and neither matches in round 1). Now, matches in the two rounds are independent and equally likely. Moreover, the events "i unmatched on the first round and "j unmatched on the first round" are either independent or positively correlated. Consider the probabilities of i and/or j being matched conditional on each possible recipient of j's grant. If j grants to i, then it is impossible for j to be matched while i is unmatched, so "i unmatched" and "j unmatched" cannot have negative correlation. Now suppose j grants to some other input k # i and there is no output k such that X~,~and X,,~are both positive. Then the events "i unmatched" and "j unmatched" are independent, because no other choice made in the algorithm affects both events. Finally, suppose j grants to h # i and there is an output k such that Xk,~and X,,~are both positive. Then the potential matching of h to k conflicts both with the matching of i to k and that of h to j, inducing a positive correlation between the events "i unmatched" and "j unmatched."
We have now established that Vx (Pr{ i and j unmatched j grants to x} > Pr{ i unmatched j grants to X} x Pr{ j unmatched j grants to x}).
Using the previous result that the probability of j matching is independent of the input to which it grants, and summing over all inputs x, we have Pr{i and j unmatched} > Pr{i unmatched} X Pr{j unmatched}.
Finally, we can conclude that Pr{i matches j in two rounds} > Pr{i matches j in round 1} + Pr{ i matches j in round 2} X Pr{ i unmatched in round 1}
x Pr{j unmatched in round 1}
The last step in the analysis is to consider what happens when the switch is not fully reserved.
On each round, an input i (or output~') with less than a full reservation can simulate being fully reserved by assigning the unreserved bandwidth, denoted by X,,~(resp., XO,~'), to an imaginary output (input). If output j is less than fully reserved, it simulates granting to its ACM TransactIons on Computer Systems, VOI 11, No 4, November 1993 High-Speed Swit,ch Scheduling for Local-Area Networks The input accepts such grants, (by rejecting grants from real outputs) in proportion to their number, just as for grants from real outputs. When a second-round match conflicts with a first-round match to an imaginary input or output, it is not necessary to discard the second-round match. Retaining it can on] y increase the throughput derived above.
